SEA-90 and Sea Water vs Low Sodium Competition
SEA-90 is produced from sea water, nothing added or removed. We cannot recreate
the perfect sea water or create a higher quality sea water elementally or biologically in a
lab. Sea water is proportionately very similar to human blood in elemental composition
and human life begins ﬂoating in saline embryonic solution.
A primary principle of biology is: "The whole is greater than the sum of its parts".
Each element or part represented in the periodic table must be present in exact
proportions to support the role of all other elements.
Sea water is fractionally blended so even the most minute
pinhead drop contains all periodic table elements,
including sodium, in perfect ratios. Every periodic table
element works together as a functional whole in sea water
and SEA-90. If sodium is removed or reduced from this
system, it disrupts the assimilation and use of other
elements. Each element must function in ratio and
relationship to all other elements in order for the natural
delivery system to work.
Unfortunately, life outside the sea is not perfect or balanced. We live in a world of
extremes, especially with regard to sodium. We hear and read that too much salt will kill
us and too much salt in our soil will kill plants. This is true of processed salt containing
98-99 percent sodium chloride; excess in all things is bad, but the fact is that sodium
and chloride are essential elements and deﬁciencies can and do exist. For example
soils east of the Mississippi River receiving adequate rainfall have been shown to
require additional sodium.
Fear is a very powerful marketing tool and SeaAgri's low sodium competitors are
exploiting "fear of salt" to promote their products as being superior to SEA-90. They
could not be further from the truth because we cannot improve sea water. What our
competitors do not understand is that sodium must be present in the exact proportions
as in sea water in order for the bio-availability of other minerals and trace elements. If
we remove sodium, we create something unrelated to sea water that cannot deliver the
complete mineral and trace element package SEA-90 provides.
SEA-90 is nature’s perfect blend of balanced minerals and trace elements, sodium
included, in the exact ratios and proportions of sea water.
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